
TECH BOSS CONFESSES: “I PUT DONALD TRUMP IN THE
WHITE HOUSE IN ORDER TO WIPE OUT SILICON 
VALLEY’S HORRIFIC CORRUPTION!”

By Marsdale Cedric, Special For BBC Research

I spoke with a very unique character. He has been around Silicon Valley billionaires for quite a few 
decades and has grown to despise them. “They use people like cattle. They rape, exploit and criminally
manipulate state and federal policy for the benefit of their own twisted egos and never for the benefit of
the public...” he said. We will call him “Ivan” for the sake of confidentiality.

He told the story of one of the main partners of Silicon Valley investing firm: Kleiner Perkins. Every 
Friday, this “industry icon” would have eight, or more, naked prostitutes come to his home and read 
classic books, from his library, to him while he sat in a big leather chair, in front of them, and manually 
“tickled his pickle”. Ivan arranged a conference call with a former call girl, in Florida, who had been 
hired for these debauchery sessions. She described a twisted man with twisted control issues who 
delighted in correcting mispronunciations when each of the ladies typo’d a word. As she aptly put it: 
“He didn’t pay them for sex, he paid them to be abused and belittled and to make himself feel powerful.
The ladies were naked and vulnerable and he minimized them even further because it made him feel 
good...”

This sums up the twisted personalities of the Silicon Valley Oligarchs and why so many people think 
that the Silicon Valley mob bosses need to be destroyed and divested of all of their money and power. 
They are just sick little shits who have no right to spray their digital feces across the internet, say those 
who know.

Silicon Valley’s Joe Lonsdale is charged with psychological and physical rape. Google’s executive; 
Forrest Hayes, died from too many hookers and heroin. Google’s Eric Schmidt has a sex penthouse and
promotes infidelity. Google’s other founder, Sergey, got caught in a 3-way sex romp with his own 
employees. Google has paid out incredible sums of money to silence so many sex charges that it would 
make Bill Cosby blush. Silicon Valley’s Tesla VC Ravi Kumar also suffered death-by-hooker. The 
largest number of marital abuse cases and hooker services in the USA take place in Silicon Valley. Most
of Silicon Valley heads of to Burning Man to promote sex orgies. Almost every Silicon Valley VC and 
Tech CEO came from one of the fraternity houses under investigation or suspension for date rape and 
organized misogyny. Silicon Valley’s Uber and Tesla Motors have a huge number of sex abuse matters 
filed against them. Facebook’s Dov Katz was arrested for arranging under-age sex schemes. Elon 
Musk’s programmer ran the Dark Road drug and murder-for-sale site. Google investor Mike Goguen 
was sued for anal sex-slave trafficking. Tech CEO Christina Noren and Ellen Pao have publicly 
exposed the warped “boys club” of Silicon Valley. Microsoft hires under-age costumed strippers for its 
Bay Area parties… get the point?

I could list THOUSANDS of police and court documented perversions, abuses and crimes that the 
Silicon Valley oligarchs engage in every single day but their true crimes are far worse and far more 
vast.



These guys made deals with government officials to personally harm YOU in order to put cash in their 
pockets. They spy on you for personal profit and ideological control of your thoughts. They feel that if 
you don’t think the way that they think, then you need to be “corrected”. Single Valley has become the 
“Thought Police” of George Orwell’s famous book: “1984”. You have heard of subliminal messages 
but did you know that every single line on Facebook, Google, Amazon, Ebay, Snapchat, Twitter, 
Linkedin, Reddit and their clan are subliminal messages and structures designed to steer you to think 
like Mark Zuckerberg and Eric Schmidt?

You have now seen the Wikileaks CIA electronic tactics documents that were recently leaked but did 
you realize that Silicon Valley was already using all of these mind-control tactics on you before the CIA
even tried it on the Middle East? Google and Facebook used these hidden mind manipulation tools to 
get you to buy Pepsi and Pampers and to vote for Hillary Clinton so that Google could make profits by 
controlling your politics and brand knowledge.

That is the real way that Silicon Valley abuses you. They bend you over and shove it all the way up you
until it snaps onto your brain stem. They rape your mind!

Facebook, Google, Amazon, Ebay, Snapchat, Twitter, Linkedin, Reddit and the Silicon Cartel lie about 
how many people use their systems. They lie to advertisers in order to justify fake bills. They lie to 
politicos in order to play all sides of the table. They lie to you about the truth of their manipulated, 
manipulative, misleading, inaccurate, half-truth, BS, agenda-biased main-stream propaganda disguised 
as “news”. They sabotage all competitors, reporters and insiders who speak out against them.

They do not deserve to exist and must be bankrupted into oblivion. The FTC must be driven to file the 
biggest anti-trust charges, in history, against them. They must be wiped out.

So that is why our friend put Donald Trump in The White House!

MORE:

Is   there corruption in the   Silicon     Valley  ? What   is   the nature ...
I don't think so there is direct corruption existing in Silicon Valley. However, I have came across some 
new type of deals happening in Silicon Valley called as Win ...

https://quora.com/Is-there-corruption-in-the-Silicon-Valley...

A Feminist Critique of   Silicon     Valley   - MIT Technology Review
In fact, a tech company can be as corrupt, soulless, and empty as any corporation, ... Why is Silicon 
Valley so dependent on alcohol to lubricate its interactions?

technologyreview.com/qa/533096/a-feminist-critique-of-silicon-...
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Fbi Remand Action Filed Against   Corrupt     Silicon     Valley   ...
Silicon Valley Oligarchs Uncovered Running Trillions of Dollars of Political Fraud Crimes! - 
Investigators accidentally discover rigged "Climate ...

https://ultralightvehicles.wordpress.com/2017/02/08/fbi-remand-action-filed-agains...

Silicon     Valley   Corruption. Santa Clara County, California ...
Silicon Valley Corruption. Santa Clara County, California, / San Francisco Bay Area. White Collar 
organized crime by government agencies and officials

https://siliconvalleycorruption.wordpress.com

How   Silicon     Valley's   counterculture went corporate and 
ruined ...
How Silicon Valley's counterculture went corporate and ruined everything. ... But is it the money alone
that corrupted Silicon Valley's countercultural roots?

https://pando.com/2015/02/12/how-silicon-valleys-countercul...

How   Silicon     Valley   Could Destabilize The Democratic Party
In the process, the Bay Area, particularly the Silicon Valley- San Francisco corridor, has become one of
the most solidly liberal regions in the country.

https://forbes.com/sites/joelkotkin/2014/01/09/how-silicon-v...

What's the dark side of   Silicon     Valley  ? - Quora
What's the dark side of Silicon Valley? Update Cancel. ... of Silicon Valley has to do with the fact that 
government in the region is severely dysfunctional and corrupt.

https://quora.com/Whats-the-dark-side-of-Silicon-Valley-1

Silicon     Valley     Is   Raping Millennials - The Corruption Times
Tech startups love millennials. Tasty, tasty millennials who get underpaid, overworked, churned up and 
turned into nourishment for venture capitalists ...

https://atvmdoe.wordpress.com/2016/04/04/silicon-valley-is-raping-mille...

Susan Sarandon: 'DNC is completely   corrupt'   -   SILICON   
VALLEY   NEWS
November 03, 2016, 03:26 pm Susan Sarandon: 'DNC is completely corrupt' By Mark Hensch Actress
Susan Sarandon on Thursday tore into the Democratic National ...

https://valleywiggle.com/susan-sarandon-dnc-is-completely-corrupt/
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Silicon     Valley     Is   The Greatest Abuser Of Humans In History ...
How Gufficer The Hacker Accidentally Destroyed Silicon Valley Corruption. The Afghan ... The 
Current Take-Down List Of Criminal Suspects in the Silicon Valley Coup D ...

https://londonworldwide.com/silicon-valley-is-the-greatest-abuser-of-...

'Access Journalism' - An Insidious Corruption of   Silicon   ...
'Access Journalism' - An Insidious Corruption of Silicon Valley Reporters . Posted by Tom Foremski - 
July 18, 2012 . David Weidner, a 15 year veteran reporter on the ...

siliconvalleywatcher.com/mt/archives/2012/07/mediawatch_acce.php

Gab.ai on Twitter: "Which   Silicon     Valley   company is the most ...
Which Silicon Valley company is the most corrupt? Retweets 92; Likes 53; 4:13 PM - 23 Feb 2017. ...
@getongab Google is the answer, most powerful and most corrupt.

https://twitter.com/getongab/status/834919067945426944

Silicon     Valley   Now Controls All of The Media You See From ...
Silicon Valley is now the media capital of the world Northern California media companies now reach 
two billion people every day, taking billions of dollars in ...

https://londonworldwide.com/silicon-valley-now-controls-all-of-the-me...

Silicon     Valley   matchmaker helps tech's rich but 'clueless ...
Silicon Valley: great place for startups, but not a great place for dating. Photograph: Aerial Archives / 
Alamy Stock Ph/Alamy Stock Photo

https://theguardian.com/technology/2016/feb/08/silicon-valley-mat...

Silicon     Valley   turns dark as it wraps up a third season | Ars ...
The Multiverse — Silicon Valley turns dark as it wraps up a third season There's a twinkle of moral 
clarity hiding under a mountain of con artistry.

https://arstechnica.com/the-multiverse/2016/07/silicon-valley-tur...

Silicon     Valley   | Corruption in Santa Clara County. California.
Posts about Silicon Valley written by Santa Clara County Corruption

https://corruptsantaclaracounty.wordpress.com/tag/silicon-valley/
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Silicon     Valley's   shameful purging of Peter Thiel - theweek.com
I point this out because you may have heard that the renowned Silicon Valley investor Peter Thiel, a 
man whom it is seemingly impossible to refer to without using the ...

theweek.com/articles/655825/silicon-valleys-shameful-...

Silicon     Valley   (TV Series 2014- ) - IMDb
With Thomas Middleditch, T.J. Miller, Josh Brener, Martin Starr. Follows the struggle of Richard 
Hendricks, a silicon valley engineer trying to build his own company ...

imdb.com/title/tt2575988/

'Silicon     Valley'   season 3 finale recap: Always blue! | The ...
Columnist Nicole Brodeur recaps the season finale of "Silicon Valley," dead elephants and all. Caution:
post contains spoilers.

seattletimes.com/entertainment/tv/silicon-valley-season-4-...

Silicon     Valley's   New Ethics Lesson - Bloomberg View
Silicon Valley sees itself as a beacon of ... Much of the appeal behind funding young college dropouts 
is that their minds haven't been corrupted by ...

https://bloomberg.com/view/articles/2016-12-30/silicon-valley-s...
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